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Abstract. Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR) research studies how
users interact with IR systems and evaluates the users’ satisfaction with
the retrieval process. Thus, it focuses on how users behave when they
interact with IR systems. The involvement of potential users, and access
to dynamic and individual information needs are essential elements in
IIR studies. User-oriented evaluations investigate the ability of users to
engage with a system, thus requiring real users to be involved in the
evaluation process. Despite its importance in driving the design of better
and more usable IR systems, the user-oriented evaluation approach has
been criticised for: (i) being expensive and time consuming in its appli-
cation, (ii) failing to capture a holistic understanding of the context, as
it focuses on users, (iii) delivering not reusable data, often of qualitative
nature, and (iv) generating experiments and results that are not repro-
ducible. In this paper, we propose an alternative approach, based on data
extracted from Log Files (LF) and automatically extracted Usage Pat-
tern (UP)s. Interactive Search Profiles (ISP)s are then created as tools
to guide the design of more usable IIR systems, specifically considering
Digital Libraries (DL).
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1 Introduction

IIR systems are designed to target users regardless of their numerous and com-
plicated attributes [4]. DLs, as an example of IIR systems, define as “distributed
systems with the capability to store various electronic resources and provide
convenient access for end users via networks” [33]. Users tend to use DLs to ful-
fil their information needs. Their interactions are embodied in the information
seeking behaviour which are affected by different attributes including expertise
in using the system, familiarity, frequency of using the system and knowledge.
Lacking expertise and knowledge result in poor usage of the system’s functional-
ities and content identification. Therefore, it is important to enlarge the scope of
the evaluation of IIR systems by considering more user attributes [3]. Evaluation
of DL assessed the decision makers to determine the usefulness, usability, and
economics of a DL [7].
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Trischler and Scott emphasised the needs for developing new techniques and
tools to redesigning service systems in such a way that users become value co-
creators of their own experiences [28]. Such new methods need to be driven by
deep understanding of human experience to support the users in co-creating
their desired experiences [27]. Collaboration and co-production can lead to open
innovation and continuous improvements to increase efficiency, and to develop
better interaction experiences [28].

Different approaches can be followed to understand the user interactions and
their experiences with the systems. For example, conducting naturalistic studies
with real users, and running laboratory-controlled experiments where surrogate
users are recruited. Conducting such experiments with test subjects is time con-
suming, expensive, laborious in terms of organising and running them. Besides,
experiences are subjective, and the experiments are difficult to reproduce [1].

Alternatively, researchers may investigate users’ digital footprints or UPs
recorded in the LF. UPs are a means to represent the search strategies found in
the LF [17]. The analysis of the UP enables the researchers to understand the
recorded searching experiences [13]. LF analysis can reveal a wealth of informa-
tion about the user interactions and their preferences. Such analysis does not
only results in providing information about the system performance, but also
provides a more in-depth analysis of the user interactions with the systems [10].

This work introduces ISP, as a design tool, which can be constructed on top
of real data gathered while the users interact with the system. Different ISPs
depict the types of interaction a segment of users performs with the system.
Such profiles can complement existing user-oriented techniques e.g. personas.
The paper starts with reviewing related works, it then describes the research
platform, presents the methodology, discusses examples of ISPs, and concludes
by suggestion of some practical benefits.

2 Background

Due to the interdisciplinary research domain of the DL covering information
retrieval systems, human-computer interaction, and information science, the lit-
erature is rich with various evaluation frameworks and techniques [29]. Generally,
the existing DL evaluation research can be classified into: general DL evaluation,
evaluation of specific components of DLs, and user-oriented evaluation [15,31].

– General DL evaluation studies encompassed the comprehensive evaluation
frameworks and models which encourage the researchers and librarians to con-
sider wide range components when evaluating a DL. Scholars e.g. [19,23] sug-
gested to evaluate a DL as a unit by assessing: (i) content including digitised
resources selection and structure, collection building, repository managing,
and preservation. (ii) policy counting service, process, quality, access, develop-
ment, and sustainability. (iii) technology considering architecture, algorithms,
functionality, interface, and design. (iv) user covering perceptions, activities,
needs, and tasks.
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– Evaluation of specific components of DLs: due to the complexity nature of the
DL and its components [7], some researchers contributed to the DL evaluation
field by deeply investigating individual aspects. Some evaluation studies [3]
targeted the system components and information retrieval performance. Oth-
ers, considering the metadata [32], and the system interfaces [16].

– User-oriented evaluation: the system performance can be assessed by the
established system-oriented approach to measure the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of the underlying search algorithms [26]. The system-oriented app-
roach has been criticised for lacking insights into the user-system interaction
and disregarding iterative and exploratory user interactions [20]. Thus, user-
oriented evaluation gives the priority to the users by considering their char-
acteristics, information needs and information seeking behaviour [7].
Consequently, a group of researchers assessed the DLs in relation to the user
needs and satisfactions. Such evaluation studies conducted by involving and
considering the users and their needs [20]. Three frequent user dimensions
considered in the evaluation: usability [30], accessibility [31], and interac-
tions [16].

Accordingly, there is no universal accepted evaluation frameworks or tools, the
choice between the available frameworks mainly depends on the evaluators and
their aim of the evaluation [7]. Saracevic [22] claims that the impact of such
studies are non visible which can be due to the complexity of the DLs, the
limited evaluation interest and funds, the lack of the evaluation as a core activity
in the operating DL culture [22]. This suggested for more handy and inexpensive
evaluation tools.

Evaluation can be conducted at different phases of the DL projects with
various purposes [7]. At the initial and during stage of the project, a formative
evaluation can be conducted to establish goals and to minimise imperfections
before release. In contrast, summative evaluation is conducted in the final stages
to assess the goals are met. Comparative evaluation where different systems
or components are compared. And iterative evaluation aiming to improve the
system incrementally [7]. Iterative evaluation is recommended for the DLs as new
material are added, metadata are updated and users characteristics changed or
new users joined [20,30]. Thus, there is a need for more user-oriented, practical,
and inexpensive iterative evaluation tools.

Because DLs are designed to provide support for seeking activities, Sum-
ner [25] emphasised the impact of understanding user, innovative user interfaces
and interaction mechanisms on providing better experiences of digital library.

A number of user-oriented design techniques and tools were developed to help
designers to make user-informed decisions. Mapping techniques and personas are
examples. Such techniques capture the dynamism of processes, and the ongoing
interactions during the user experience. Personas, in particular, are a medium
for communication which is created or used as an interaction design technique
introduced by Cooper [8]. The usefulness and value of personas is increasingly
recognised because they offers insight regarding users’ attitudes, preferences, and
interests [28]. Personas are created fictionally based on extracted attributes from
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real users. Courage and Baxter provide idealised attributes list including: identity
(demographic data), status of the users to the system e.g. (primary, secondary),
goals of using the system, skill set, tasks, relationship, and requirements, expec-
tations, and photograph [9]. Personas assist developers and designers to keep the
user present in the design process, and move away from a developer’s perspective
to a perspective of user [12].

There are different applications of personas: enhancing user testing and evalu-
ation, scenario generation, design exploration, and solution brainstorming. They
are usually produced in the initial phases of the design process. Where the real
users are complex and non consistent, personas are instead well defined and clear
and therefore better suited as a starting point for design work [9]. Personas can
be obtained by simple observational methods or in-depth interviews, surveys
or studies. Personas are rich but static descriptions of fictive users. Once they
are built, the contents of their description are not changeable [12]. The chal-
lenge of creating personas is embodied on focusing on a specific segment of the
targeted users, or design vaguely for everyone [28]. Persona also has been crit-
icised by being too flat to engage designers, and there is a need for developing
characters with richer personalities and better descriptions [12]. Designing for
user-experiences is difficult since the experiences do not yet exist. The design
situation is therefore only partly known, thus personas need to be invented [28].
Therefore, in this research we make the most of using the existing experiences
of the users recorded on the LFs, and presenting ISPs. Such profiles can com-
plement existing techniques for user modelling while offering unique features as
described in Table 1, where they are compared with personas.

Table 1. Comparison between persona and ISP

Persona ISP

Purpose representing potential users representing existing users

Nature static dynamic

Data source qualitative tools e.g. survey log files

Effort manually made automatically made

Cost costly, time consuming,
intensive

cheap, quick, repeatable

Construction user data collection and
analysis

machine learning techniques

Time of use initial phases of design after launching systems

Design Effect reminding about user needs involving users to improve design

This paper describes how to build and use ISPs, which require a profound
understanding of the users searching experiences, the so-called customer journey.
The focus is on analysing diverse UPs that occur during the interactions with a
system of heterogenous users. We propose to use these ISPs to inform the design
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and improvement of interactive systems. The profiles also can be used timely
while the users interact with the system where the interactions are captured from
the LFs. The proposed methodology will enable to run iterative evaluations,
by limiting and possibly avoiding the problem of recruiting participants, and
running laborious user studies.

3 RERO Doc

This study is conducted in collaboration with RERO Doc1. RERO Doc is a
digital library connecting libraries of Western Switzerland as a public service.
Figure 1 shows the homepage of the library. The library offers free access to
its contents and services. The users can discover the content by simple (1) and
advance (2) search functions. Or by navigating the content by the collection (3),
institutions (4), content (5), or digitised press (6). The users also may check
the latest news of the library (7). The geographical locations of the users are
world-wide. Thus, RERO Doc serves a diverse population. LF analysis was con-
ducted aiming to investigate users’ interactions and habits recorded in the LFs.
Ultimately, the found UPs used to build different ISPs by generating various
interaction scenarios.

Fig. 1. RERO Doc interface

4 UPs Exploration

For a better understanding of the users journeys on RERO, we draw a hierar-
chical taxonomy of RERO as shown in Fig. 3. Users may start (B) their sessions
by accessing through landing pages including search engines, their emails, or
directly through the different functions available on the home page. They can
discover (C) the content by searching (G) or navigating (H), After reviewing the
search result page, they do have different options of displaying (D) the items.
There are different other (E) services the users might implement.
1 https://doc.rero.ch.

https://doc.rero.ch
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Fig. 2. The framework of exploring UPs in LFs

A dataset of 28 Million records obtained from RERO Doc DL was adopted for
our study. Two different unsupervised techniques, namely: K- means, and Birch
(Agglomerative) clustering, were applied to data samples of different sizes. The
data processing and analysing is described in [2]. Figure 2 shows the framework
of exploring UPs.

Fig. 3. Hierarchical taxonomy of RERO

This research concluded that UPs can be characterised by: session duration,
session starting points, discovering content actions, functions used, and deter-
mination session points. Three main UPs were found in the LF, those are: item
seekers, navigators, and searchers. Each one of those patterns has sub-patterns.
Those patterns and their descriptions are as the following:

1. Item seeker (IS): the first category of the UPs is the ISs where they redirected
from search engines or emails seeking authorised items. Their sessions charac-
terised by conducting one action download or view items. There are four sub
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UPs under this category: Satisfied IS (SIS), Multivio IS (MIS), Average (AIS),
and Advance (DIS) item seekers. They are varied in the session durations:
short (60), average (60–300), advance (900–1800) seconds. MIS represent the
users who prefer viewing items by using Multivio viewer (a viewer application
available in RERO Doc) instead of pdf format.

2. Navigator (N): this segment of the users discovers RERO Doc by navigating
its content which is categorised into: collection, institution, content, or press.
Some of the Ns filter and sort the search results by implementing different
facets. Their session durations vary between short (60), average (60–300),
and long (900–1800) seconds. Their termination actions are: view results list,
display item, download item, and add to personal list. Accordingly, we clas-
sified them into: Light (LN), Average (AN), Advance (DN), and Press (PN)
navigators.

3. Searcher (S): the S interacts with RERO Doc by submitting queries through
simple or advance search functions. They vary in terms of: session dura-
tions, filtering or sorting results, and termination actions. Their session dura-
tions vary between short (60), average (60–300), and long (900–2700) seconds.
Some of the S filter and sort the search results by implementing different
facets. Their termination actions are: view results list, display item, down-
load item, and add to personal list. With some of the Ss, the searching went
through many iterations, including reformulation queries. The differences of
using the functions could be due to their information needs e.g. KS searchers
frequently utilise author and keyword facets. Accordingly, we classified them
into: Known item (KS), Simple (SS), Average (AS), Familiar average (FAS),
Advance (DS), Familiar advance (FDS), and Sophisticated (PS) searchers.

Fig. 4. The implementation of ISPs
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5 From UPs to ISPs

Motivated by [5] who emphasised the usefulness of the scenarios for better under-
standing of the new user situations, we created different scenarios extracted from
UPs to be presented in the ISPs. ISPs are specific instances of the UPs, they can
represent any of the possible variations inside the same pattern. Figure 4 shows
the roadmap of the implementation of the ISP. The process starts with explor-
ing UPs from LF, these can be used to construct different ISPs, and different
experience scenarios can be designed accordingly. Finally, such information can
assist the designers to re-evaluate their systems.

Fig. 5. Searcher model

We developed different interaction models, Fig. 5 is an example of the searcher
model. The flowchart illustrates the key actions of the model represented in
the rectangles, along with decisions to be taken by the user in diamonds. The
visualisation of the interaction models helps us to generate various scenarios.

For example, we identified the UP of Light Navigator, LN, whose session
duration last for 60 s and navigate the DL without going beyond the result page.
Out of this pattern, we can extract sub LN pattern by simulating all LN features
with modification of the search path. For example, instead of finishing up the
session with view results page (VRP), a LN may also select a result and apply
some functions. Accordingly, slight changes of the termination points also may
apply where a LN may download or display the documents. Another example
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of deriving different ISPs out of the same UP is that of the KS Searcher. This
pattern represents users who usually spend 60 s as a maximum duration and
search by author and keyword filters. Their search usually ends with the viewing
of the page with the result list. Out of this pattern, a further ISPs can be
extracted with different scenarios, what if the KS searchers could not find their
information needs? Different paths/tactics might be applied e.g. a KI searcher
might return to home page and reformulate the query without filtering the facets
i.e. author or keyword.

6 Design Implications

The large-scale logs provided a holistic picture of user behaviour while interacting
with RERO Doc DL. Developing different scenarios may help in improving the
existent DL interface design. Figure 6 shows the standard result page interface.
Consequently, the specific needs of DL users are served effectively and efficiency.

Here we propose some suggestions on how DL may provide mechanism that
support user engagement.

6.1 Promoting Different Search Strategies

The usage of the DL depends on the familiarity and experience levels of the users.
Stelmaszewska and Blandford [24] investigated how the interface can support
users to develop different search strategies. Thus, providing DL interfaces with
assistive tools may result in faster, and more successful searching results.

The existing interface design of RERO Doc considers the needs of different
searchers by providing simple and advanced search functionalities. In addition
to the traditional keyword-based search, DL administrators can enhance the
searchers? experiences by the following solutions:

– Visualising the search results: Hajra and Tochtermann proposed an approach
for visualising search interface by applying external thesauri and suggested
terms through machine learning techniques [11]. Consequently, the mental
workload of the user is reduces and this results in better search experiences.
This suggestion is in line with Cao et al who emphasised the importance of
using visual representation rather than textual interfaces to search document
collections [6].

– Providing auto completion function: although RERO Doc enhances the
searching experiences by utilising Auto Correct function, it also could add
the Auto Complete or “Popular Terms” function. This might accelerate the
searching time [14]. The previous suggested solutions are applicable in the
case of the FDS and PS searchers where they reformulated their queries many
times during their searching process.

– Better utilisation of the filter and sort functions: Niu and Hemminger [18]
emphasised the importance of the facets as a supplementary feature for bet-
ter interaction. They concluded that facets improve the search accuracy for
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Fig. 6. Result page interface

complex and open-ended tasks by filtering the search results. We found that
the KI searchers utilised author and keyword facets more frequently and rarely
used the other facets. This indicates that their information needs are more
precise than open-ended tasks where different facets where used. Besides, it
is worth noticing how not all of the users are aware of the functionality of
the facets. As a suggestion, the DL designers might provide a drop-list of the
facets instead of having a long static facets bar. The drop-down list might
draw the attention of the different available facets.
In terms of sorting the results, RERO Doc offered result sorting function
where users can sort their results by: Ascending (SA), Descending (SD) Date
(Default), Title (ST), Author(SU), or by including only full-text results. Pre-
senting all the results including abstract, non-full text and full-text documents
might causes frustrations for some users and can adversely affect the discov-
ery experience [14]. Although RERO Doc located “search in fulltext” in the
upper right corner of the search result page, the sorting functions are rarely
used during the interaction processing. Instead, the designers could provide
a pop-up window suggesting to limit the search results to include only the
full-text results.

6.2 Improving Navigation Experiences

Considering the heterogenous users of RERO Doc, offering navigational
icons might improve the navigation interactions. Rahrrovani emphasised the
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importance of the icons as a significant feature for better navigation experi-
ences [21]. They concluded that the users with higher mental modules are more
compatible with the iconic interfaces. Icons are preferable to abstract text as
they are easier to memorise. Thus, providing RERO Doc with navigation icons
may assist this segment of users to more effectively interact with the interface.

7 Conclusion

In contrast to the formative and summative evaluation, this paper emphases
the importance of the iterative evaluation, particularly when targeting inter-
face design. Iterative evaluation of user interfaces involves steady refinement of
the design based on user-oriented evaluation methods. User interactions, as a
significant influence factor, need to be considered when refining the interfaces.
Based on a wealth and rich user-centred evaluation tool. i.e LFs, this research
proposes an iterative evaluation tool. Starting by extracting UPs, we construct
ISPs and generate different scenarios to be used for studying design implications
and recommend possible improvements. It may be stated that ISP as a data-
driven profile, and iterative evaluation tool can be used to continually refine and
improve DL interface. The limitations of this approach are embodied in the vali-
dation of the found UPs from the LF analysis. Thus, we are planning to conduct
a user study to investigate to what extent LFs are informative. We also plan
to investigate the usefulness of such profiles for system designers with a future
expert study involving experts in DL design and development.
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